Abstract. Nowadays many telescopes around the world are automated and some networks of robotic telescopes are active or planned. Such equipment could be used for the training of students and for science in the Universities of DCs and of new astronomical countries, by sending them observational data via Internet or through remotely controlled telescope. It seems that it is the time to open up for discussion with UN and ESA organizations and also with IAU, how to implement links between robotic telescopes and such Universities applying for collaborations. Many scientific fields could thus be accessible to them, for example on stellar variability, near-earth object follow-up, γ-ray burst counterpart tracking, and so on.
Introduction
The telescopes about which we talk, are mainly small-sized telescopes from 50-cm to 1-m diameters and middle-sized telescopes of the 1-m to 3-m class. A lot of science can be done with them. Astrophysics of the next century do not need only large telescopes of the 10-m to 40-m class, but also small ones which can open up new fields of research also. Today, our knowledge is still limited on subjects such as: -stellar variability (all stars are variable) studied through asterosismology which determines the various pulsation modes of the stellar interior, and through the modeling of stellar photospheres and external envelopes which has to take into account the eventual presence of spots, disks, jets, etc., -visible counterparts of γ-ray bursts (hereafter GRBs), -near-earth objects (hereafter NEOs) (see the japanese proposal in these proceedings), -supernova (it exists supernova search programs), -planets around stars (the first exoplanets were discovered with the 1.93-cm telescope in Haute-Provence Observatory, France).
Many of these scientific objectives imply to observe the same stellar objects during a long time, before they can be reached. Many tools were, are, and will be developed for such researches. As an example about the stellar variability, in the past the multi-site and multi-wavelength observing campaigns with current telescopes were developed for studying short-period variables such as the white dwarfs and the δ Scuti stars, since such campaigns could be organized only during a few weeks by year (e.g. as discussed in Querci and Querci, 1998a) . Today, dedicated automated telescopes (AT) or robotic telescopes (RT), or networks of them, as well as networks of interferometers are a powerful tool for the follow-up observations of all the types of variables. Tomorrow, orbiting telescopes such as WSO (World Space Obs.) will challenge the networks.
Coming back to the observing campaigns with current telescopes, and to AT, RT and Networks of them, the latter seem the best adapted equipment to the DCs and the new astrophysical countries at a very low cost relatively to the benefit they could gain, for investigating new fields of research, for example on object variability, and/or for preparing future observations with the large telescopes.
Overview of the equipment
Firstly, let us recall some definitions: -Automated telescopes (AT) follow a prescribed set of procedures and perform the indicated tasks.
-Robotic (or automatic) telescopes (RT) operate without human help at all. They offer a remote operation capability, however a fully robotic telescope is not supervised either locally or remotely during its routine operation. Improvements are required to work in hostile environments.
-Networks of RT are under the control of a main station. The data are immediately sent to all the members of the network. The main station has in charge the control of the quality of the data and also the control of the data archives accessible via Internet. The scientific programmes are defined by an international scientific board.
The equipment is or will be used: -in a local manual mode for the student training, -in a remote control mode via Internet for the student training and for research, -and, of course, in a complete automated mode for research.
It includes: -a weather station with sensors for clouds, rain, humidity, snow, sand wind, high speed wind, interfaced to a site-control computer which drives the dome and initializes the telescope processing.
querci_mafraq.tex; 5/02/2008; 17:55; p.2 -an automated dome (a dome protects the equipment from humidity during the observations), -or a roll-off roof which, once opened, allows fast movements of the telescope necessary in the GRB counterpart tracking and the monitoring of a great number of objects per night (in some sites, when the telescope is inactive, an impenetrable dome or roof is needed because of the sand winds), -the telescope, -and its own equipment, i.e. a CCD photometer and a spectrograph, and a polarimeter. More specifically: -a large-field camera to search for supernovae, optical counterparts of GRBs and NEOs, -and/or a middle-sized field camera for variable star studies, -a spectrograph with optical fibers (at low and/or high resolutions).
-a computer to drive the dome, the telescope and its equipment to perform the observations by taking into account the local and sky constraints.
-a disk storage for recording the scientific observations and their technical parameters.
-an Internet server to receive the observing instruction requests and to transmit the resulting data and the technical parameters.
-facilities for reducing the data on line for the network members.
An example of operational automatic telescopes equipped with automated photometers for high-precision photometry is described by Henry (1999 Baruch, 1993; Cox and Baruch, 1994;  46; O; the telescope uses a WWW gateway to provide access for schools, amateurs and professionals. Anyone on the Internet can register and ask the telescope to look at anything in the northern night sky.
Students are encouraged to submit class projects.
Also Bradford Univ. has a 30-cm RT in Canary Islands, Tenerife (see §3.1) • Oxie, Sweden, Tycho Brahe Observatory -new telescope system with complete remote-control ability; under construction; will offer real time remote observing for students and teachers nationwide
Remote observing on research classic telescopes
Remote observing is an observing mode where the astronomer is not physically present at or near the telescope (see for comments, Zulstra et al., 1997) . Robotic telescopes are a related implementation. Remote observing is clearly advantageous for the many world-class large and giant telescopes which are in high-altitude observatories. There, astronomers very often feel uncomfortable and their observing efficiency is affected. Also, this observing mode is appropriate when the home institution is far from the observing site, saving astronomer's travel and time, or when observing runs are short. Moreover, an advantage is that every member of a scientific cooperation can share the various duties related to the observations and students can more easily been included in an observing run. In fact, the imperative requirement for remote observing is a fast data transfer system between the site and the home. We quote:
• Mauna Kea summit, Hawaii (US) -UKIRT (United Kingdom Infrared Telescope) 3.80 m; (Economou et al., 1996) -Subaru Telescope Project (Nat. Astron. Obs. of Japan) 8.3-m optical-infrared telescope; in test; will be controlled remotely from anywhere else in the world -W.M. Keck Observatory twin 10-meter optical/infrared telescopes; pioneering the routine use of remote observing: operational from Waimea, in progress from mainland US (waiting for a reliable, separate, dedicated link; experimented from California); Conrad et al., 1997; Kibrick, 1998 • Mauna Kea summit, Hawaii (US) and Cerro Pachon (Chile) -Gemini project: two 8-m telescopes, one in Hawaii, one in Chile; will support remote observing mode Since more than a decade, the idea of networks of robotic telescopes appeared for example through the GNAT (Global Network of Automatic Telescopes) and the NORT (Network of Oriental Robotic Telescopes) initially called ORT Network. Unfortunately, for various reasons from ventures into manufacturing robotic telescopes for GNAT to a disinterestedness of the french authorities for automation in the case of NORT, the building of these earliest network of robotic telescopes for research and education has not yet come into effect. Today, it is an idea worldwide accepted, and the proposal of networks, either local or global, is growing. Comments on Networks of Automated Telescopes Today can be found in Williams (1999) . Here are the networks of robotic telescopes of which we have had knowledge.
• ATN (The Automatic Telescope Network) (Mattox et al., 1999) Querci and Querci, 1998a,b; http://www.saao.ac.za/∼wgssa/as2/nort.html -project selected by COPUOS, United Nations, Dec. 1996; 6-8 stations along tropic of Cancer from Morocco to China with 1.50-m RT; complementary to other networks; CCD photometry, spectroscopy; variable stars, asteroseismology, etc.
• Robonet A Global Network of six 2m Robotic Telescopes; contact: Ian Halliday, Wiltshire, U.K.
-in project; 3 northern and 3 southern telescopes at widely spaced longitudes; prototype: see §3.1 Canary Islands -Liverpool John Moores Univ.; multi-wavelength time variability, targets of opportunity, etc.; http://star-www.st-and.ac.uk/∼kdh1/jifpage Godlin and S. Chakrabarti, 1994 -" A toolset for simultaneous, multisite, remote observations of astronomical objects"; project that will provide an international network of observatories and space-based instruments • ATIS (Automatic Telescope Instruction Set); Henry, 1996 -is a language to program automatic photoelectric telescopes; it is being improved to include spectroscopy, telescope networking, and telescope scheduling commands An observing site research has to be done worldwide to find new sites for the proposed networks. For example as described in Querci (1998c, 1999 ), it appears that many such sites are in Developing Countries on the basis of preliminary results on the mean annual nebulosity from Morocco to China obtained in the frame of the NORT project. The various steps in such a research are: -to prospect for high mountains in semi-desertic climate (the site has to be above the atmospheric reversing layer), -to pre-select sites through meteorological satellites data, -to analyse the anti-correlated airstreams for avoiding querci_mafraq.tex; 5/02/2008; 17:55; p.14 several sites on the same airstream, -to proceed to measurements by in situ seeing-monitor or grating scale monitoring on the preselected mountains, through campaigns done during various seasons on a few years. It could be a way to introduce Astronomy and Space Science in DCs.
How to contribute to the introduction of Astronomy and
Astrophysics, and Space Science in the DCs education cursus?
Preliminary to going into scientific projects with robotic telescopes, some education and training are necessary to achieve them. Let us give examples.
• Basic courses, conferences and bibliography in Astrophysics are found on several Web sites (e.g. see also §3.2).
• Summer Schools are opened to the DC students to introduce them to the basis in Astrophysics or to improve their knowledge, and to allow them to practise a telescope often for the first time. • A Newsletter within the framework of the Italian Astronomical Society presents general cultural and didactic astronomical informations in arabic language (ed.: F. Bònoli, Arcetri Observatory).
For example, to understand the stellar variability, non-stop observations and hydrodynamical modelling have to be handled as shown by the NASA/CNRS Monograph Series on Nonthermal Phenomena in Stellar Atmospheres (eds. Stuart Jordan and Richard Thomas), for the various types of variable stars in the H-R diagram. Indeed, the study of these objects does not need very large telescopes. Diameters between 50 cm and 2.00 m for photometry and spectroscopy respectively, are appropriate. The non-stop observations are only possible with Networks of telescopes. Such a subject of research could be an introduction to contemporary Astrophysics for the DCs.
6. How to convince the national authorities to introduce Astronomy and Astrophysics, and Space Science in the DCs education cursus?
We, astrophysicists, cannot directly act on the objects that we study, as the chemist or the physicist does in his laboratory. First and foremost we are observers. So, to try to understand the Universe that we observe, we need to develop a lot of technologies in collaboration with other scientists and engineers: mathematicians, physicists, electronics engineers, opticians, etc. Industrial challenges are issued, first point able to arouse the national authorities's interest. In return, the technologies developed in our observatories in collaboration with companies can be used for the benefit of other sciences. Let us give an example which we have followed closely. The first CCD camera were developed by army and by astronomers in various countries. In Toulouse, in the early 80s the Observatory and the Faculty of Medecine cooperated for the study of the coroïde cancer with CCDs. In mid-80s, in collaboration with the hospital of our University, our observatory developed an experimental endoscope with a CCD camera on its top to look inside the human body. Moreover, the CCD image data processing is adapted to an early identification of pathologies, becoming much more quantitative and accurate.
Concluding questions
• How would we coordinate the efforts made: -inside a new astronomical country? -inside a given region (Western Asia, Africa, etc.)?
• How would we open the present AT, RT, and Networks to other new scientific groups, at least the data banks of such equipment?
• How to prepare standard training?
• How would we help out the Faculty Professors of the new astronomical countries for their first courses in Astronomy, for their training, for reducing the data, etc.?
• How would we help the colleagues of these countries when they plan to develop their own equipment?
• How the Northern observatories should help out in the achievement of the development of astrophysical laboratories in DCs?
• How would we convince the national authorities of these countries to introduce Astronomy & Astrophysics and Space Sciences in their Universities?
• How would we draw up an inventory of the needs with the help of: -various laboratories around the World (having robotic equipment) where DCs students are preparing PhD thesis, -IAU, -UN Outer Space Office?
In the majority of cases an adapted answer has to be found. It has to be proposed for the benefit of science and humanity.
